reportsNow™
Real-Time Access to Your
Research Projects and Reports

“The quick- turn around of
results provided me with a full
two weeks to prepare my
internal report.”

reportsNow is an on-demand, online, analytical dashboard that interfaces with your
data, so you can modify your research as needed—even as the research is being
conducted. In real-time, you can view both summarized and detailed reporting for faster

—Linda Li
Senior Manager Shopper Insights
Kraft Foods Group

decisions and spend less time managing data—giving you better results, more quickly.
The reportsNow platform is highly customizable to meet your business needs.
InsightsNow partners with you to understand how research information is used in your
workflow and how you want that information presented. reportsNow can be configured
to meet your preferences and give you exactly the data you need, when you need it.
The technology is also easily integrated into most survey platform of your choice,
allowing seamless research from start to finish.

A New Paradigm in
Reporting and Analysis
•

Monitor and analyze data snapshots
and reports in real-time support
rapid and informed decision making

•

Gain quick perspectives on responses
and KPIs during research execution

•

Dynamically change surveys in
real-time based on your data
collection needs

•

Reroute respondents to qualitative
components of the study based on the
incoming data
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Reach out and get started today with reportsNow!
www.insightsnow.com | info@insightsnow.com | 541.757.1404

